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Governing Codes 2005-08-23 familiar narratives and simplistic stereotypes frame the representation of women in u s politics
pervasive containment rhetorics such as the distinction between women as mothers and caregivers and men as rational thinkers
create unique hurdles for any woman seeking public office while these governing codes generally act to constrain female political
power they can also be harnessed as a resource depending on the particular circumstances e g party affiliation geographic location
and personal style one of these governing codes the metaphor is an especially powerful tool in politics today particularly for
women by examining the political careers of four of the most prominent and influential women in contemporary u s politics
democrats ann richards and hillary rodham clinton and republicans christine todd whitman and elizabeth dole karrin vasby anderson
and kristina horn sheeler illustrate how metaphors in public discourse may be both familiar narratives to embrace and boundaries
to overturn
Steampunk Universe 2018-01-02 fiction has a special role in the way we relate to each other fiction can take us outside of our own
experience and give us a small hint of what it s like to be someone else speculative fiction including steampunk has always been a
metaphorical mirror to our own society allowing us to see ourselves and our behaviors from the outside in ways that we otherwise
couldn t it s not magic it s the interworking of dozens of finely machined gears it s the craftswoman adjusting the tension on a
spring so it doesn t break it s the stoker making sure the furnace fires stay burning it s the conductor collecting tickets the
passengers watching the landscape roll by the excited child standing next to the engineer who gets to pull the cord and hear the
train s steam whistle it might not be magic but it s still amazing especially with a project like steampunk universe making an
anthology of steampunk stories that feature diverse characters who are disabled or aneurotypical join editor sarah hans our cover
artist james ng and contributors ken liu jody lynn nye maurice broaddus malon edwards emily cataneo pip ballantine and nine others
today
The Kolob Theorem 2012-05-01 new edition with an extra chapter all text and pictures are in black and white sites are included to
see pictures in color do you believe god s throne is in the center of our universe have you ever wondered how god s universe is
structured here is a theory that will give you a deeper understanding of these subjects the kolob theorem written by professor
lynn m hilton allows us to see more clearly the celestial home we lived in before we were born and the home we will live in after
we die these places appear more real they are made of matter some of very fine and pure matter and exist in time and space it
helps us anticipate the reality of the glories of our future home lynn as a man of faith united in a single theory scientific
evidence together with lds sources to account for the form and structure of all of god s worlds planets and suns lynn advocates
the theory that the great star kolob which is near unto god s throne is located in the center of our milky way galaxy he examines
several basic ideas which grow out of this hypothesis
Somewhere Bluebirds Fly 2020-09-15 somewhere bluebirds fly by rick farrant rick farrant never thought he would find his birth
mother he never thought he would find a sense of belonging a sense of home six decades into his life he was resigned to the idea
that his origins would forever remain a mystery but all that changed when he decided to submit his dna to an open source database
in somewhere bluebirds fly farrant recounts a dysfunctional childhood a lifelong chaotic struggle for identity punctuated by
substance abuse mental illness and failed relationships and late in life discoveries about his origins that brought both
acceptance and rejection it is a story of perseverance and hope and it illustrates the realities associated with searching for
biological relatives at a time when millions of people worldwide are turning to science to make those connections it also provides
interesting anecdotal information for the ages old nature versus nurture debate farrant s story is supported by numerous documents
photographs and recollections dating back many decades just as illuminating is his honest transparent account of a life lived in
recurring turmoil although the story is set against the backdrop of adoption it is insightful for anyone who has ever yearned to
find themselves and to heal
Images, Scandal, and Communication Strategies of the Clinton Presidency 2003-04-30 denton holloway and their contributors present
analyses of communication strategies used in the clinton administration with a special focus on president clinton s responses to
the lewinsky scandal and impeachment chapters explore the clinton administration s attempts to control his image through
rhetorical and media strategies his appeal to women voters the changing image of hillary rodham clinton and clinton s discourse on
race the second half of the book focuses on clinton s responses to the lewinsky scandal media coverage and polling during the
scandal and clinton s impact on the symbolic nature of the american presidency this book will be of particular interest to
scholars students and other researchers involved with communication political science political sociology political communication
and scandal
A Critical Companion to Lynn Nottage 2016-04-28 a critical companion to lynn nottage places this renowned award winning playwright
s contribution to american theatre in scholarly context the volume covers nottage s plays productions activism and artistic
collaborations to display the extraordinary breadth and depth of her work the collection contains chapters on each of her major



works and includes a special three chapter section devoted to ruined winner of the 2009 pulitzer prize the anthology also features
an interview about collaboration and creativity with lynn nottage and two of her most frequent directors seret scott and kate
whoriskey
Broken Star and Unbreakable Box Set 2016-06-25 joann lee s best selling lesbian romance series together in one box set for the
first time contains the stories broken star from the outside looking in lynn feoras seemingly has everything a woman could desire
with numerous platinum selling cds lavish homes and the ability to bring down the house with her powerful vocals who could want
for more alexis donatella is a jaded svu officer who has no tolerance for the rich and famous she has devoted her life to raising
her daughter and to the florida division of the special victims unit venturing into a relationship is the furthest thing from her
mind when alexis and lynn meet on the sandy beaches sparks do not exactly fly at least not for alexis when you add in a
rambunctious child a tragic secret from lynn s past and obstacles no one could have foreseen it makes for one frenzied summer in
the midst of madness is it possible for these two women to find love unbreakable after finding happiness lynn feoras was convinced
life with alexis and calista would be perfect but when she and alexis begin the tedious journey of expanding their family she soon
comes to learn that money doesn t buy everything in the midst of doctor s visits a move to new york and a whirlwind tour life
remains chaotic for the feoras family new friends emerge old ones return and an unexpected reappearance of someone from lynn s
past leaves her questioning her ability to be a parent will lynn and alexis be able to overcome the obstacles placed before them
will their relationship crumble under the strain or will they come out on top stronger than before
Three Minute Therapy 1997 the techniques used in three minute therapy provide readers with many thinking feeling and action
methods for reducing stress and disturbances while still retaining their main goals values and preferences
Stop Talking to Me 2010-09-14 have you ever been aware of your thoughts and noticed how many are negative versus how many are
positive did you know that if you talk negatively to yourself you set the tone of failure and disappointment while talking
positively to yourself sets the tone of success and happiness stop talking to me will teach you how to turn your negative thinking
into routine positive thinking so that you will set the stage for your happiness and success the simple s t o p process which
accompanies each specified emotion along with the examples and stories will enable you to learn to pivot your thoughts and become
that positive minded person youve always admired better yet the book is specifically designed to be small enough to carry with you
so that you will have it handy whenever you find yourself in the realm of negative thinking if you want to you can change your
life all you have to do is to take the next step forward
Nothing Sacred 2022-05-24 meet earl grey earl is a down to earth and down on his luck small time canadian newspaper reporter and
nothing sacred s lead character earl s a bit of an unreliable mess but loveable all the same thankfully the omniscient third
person narrator is there to help pull earl along and make sure he turns up where he s meant to be
The Kolob Theorem 2012-05-01 new edition with added chapter all text and pictures are in black and white sites are included to see
pictures in color do you believe god s throne is in the center of our universe have you ever wondered how god s universe is
structured here is a theory that will give you a deeper understanding of these subjects the kolob theorem written by professor
lynn m hilton allows us to see more clearly the celestial home we lived in before we were born and the home we will live in after
we die these places appear more real they are made of matter some of very fine and pure matter and exist in time and space it
helps us anticipate the reality of the glories of our future home lynn as a man of faith united in a single theory scientific
evidence together with lds sources to account for the form and structure of all of god s worlds planets and suns lynn advocates
the theory that the great star kolob which is near unto god s throne is located in the center of our milky way galaxy he examines
several basic ideas which grow out of this hypothesis
Catalog of Copyright Entries. Third Series 1973 a prophet had appeared in the early part of the twenty first century the last in a
long line of healers visionaries and mystics down through the ages people around the world heard his message of oncoming
devastation and his warning that the only shelter that would save them would be their own inner strength and nobility of spirit
religions and technologies had failed humanity only these few men and women inspired by the wisdom transmitted to them by the
prophet could offer desperate people a path to sanity and renewal but the odds were amassed against them not only was the planet
facing utter destruction from wild weather changes earthquakes volcanoes floods and a dreaded pole shift but the world government
considered them their fiercest enemies the time of reckoning was here everyone would have to face this age of transition in one of
two ways in utter horror and despair or with the slim hope that renewal lay on the other side of catastrophic earth changes the
second option would vanish entirely if it was known what forces were at the heart of the destruction forces that were darker and
more savage than nature s mightiest upheavals
The Desolation Chronicles 2013-03-04 the catastrophe was almost upon the unsuspecting planet the evil leader and his minions were
wreaking havoc on mankind s gullible consciousness though times were simple there was nothing innocent about what was taking place



in the minds and hearts of people little did they know there was a secret evil taking root there s an appointed time for
everything a time for every event under heaven it s time to let go of the world we know and get ready for the things to come as
the most unique super hero the world has ever known force fighter frankie stargazer encounters the final ultimate battle the
answer to evil will elude the wicked frankie stargazer s ultimate battle appeals to family situations romance and the conflicts
that take place between the forces of good and evil the story culminates into the end of time as we know it and the beginning of a
new time
Catalog of Copyright Entries 1972 in 1998 merrick frost lost his beloved wife lynn he believes we will meet again with those we
love this book will make you laugh swear and cry
List of Shipowners 1979 dennis kelly is one of the uk s finest contemporary dramatists this second volume of his work collects
together our teacher s a troll orphans taking care of baby dna and the gods weep also features a foreword by journalist author and
critic aleks sierz without doubt kelly is one of the most multi talented british playwrights to emerge in the last decade aleks
sierz from the foreword
Frankie Stargazer's Ultimate Battle 2008-09-29 with her leg finally back at full strength and her emotional life taking on a whole
new shape rachel cooper feels fit to handle the confluence of four major events the end of another school year the beginning of a
new relationship the stress of helping to plan a wedding and coach s insistence that rachel overcome a mental block and master the
flying teep kick meanwhile rachel draws the focus of some strong male attention while she isn t sure what it all means she s
determined not to write an alternate story in her head by pitting herself as the main character in yet another imagined thriller
but in her determination not to make the same mistake a third time rachel ignores danger signs will rachel manage to separate fact
from fiction before it s too late
Why My Lynn Upstairs? 2000-04 this volume is dedicated to mario bunge in honor of his sixtieth birthday mario bunge is a
philosopher of great repute whose enormous output includes dozens of books in several languages which will culminate with his
treatise on basic philosophy projected in seven volumes four of which have already appeared reidel i 974ff he is known for his
works on research methods the foundations of physics biology the social sciences the diverse applications of mathematical methods
and of systems analysis and more bunge stands for exact philosophy classical liberal social philosophy rationalism and
enlightenment he is brave even relentless in his attacks on subjectivism mentalism and spiritualism as well as on positivism
mechanism and dialectics he believes in logic and clarity in science and open mindedness not as the philosopher s equivalent to
the poli tician s rhetoric of motherhood and apple pie but as a matter of everyday practice as qualities to cultivate daily in our
pursuit of the life worth living bunge s philosophy often has the quality of columbus s egg and he is prone to come to swift and
decisive conclusions on the basis of argu ments which seem to him valid he will not be perturbed by the fact that most of the
advanced thinkers in the field hold different views
Dennis Kelly: Plays Two 2013-11-30 aliens is a highly debated topic sometimes in favour others against it once again we introduce
more than fifty bioenergemal communications belcs that for over the years we have presumably had amongst others with the
bioenergeme of khriannia an extraterrestrial woman occasionally with some of her close relatives and acquaintances too and finally
with the bioenergeme of bhrikiam an extraterrestrial man both said to come from a planet named agram located in andromeda
constellation of the milky way besides we have had belcs with several alien civilizations this rich bioinformation is exclusive of
this book
Unbreakable 2018-03-16 can the love and faith of a stranger change the destiny of one mans life discover the power of love and
friendship in this thrilling story of chris and matthew of the flying jj ranch
Scientific Philosophy Today 2013-06-29 this is a host of inspirational and reflective sketches
Bioenergemal Communication with Alien Bioenergemes 2019-04-08 kadlec posits that it is in the realm of contemporary deliberative
democratic theory and practice that the greatest significance of critical pragmatism lies book jacket
The Flying Jj Ranch 2008-03-10 houston we ve had a problem on april 13 1970 the three astronauts aboard the apollo 13 spacecraft
were headed to the moon when a sudden explosion rocked the ship oxygen levels began depleting rapidly electrical power began to
fail astronauts james lovell jack swigert and fred haise were about to be stranded in the inky void of outer space the mission to
the moon was scrapped now apollo 13 s only goal was to bring the crew home with the damaged spacecraft hurtling towards the moon
at roughly six thousand miles per hour there was little hope of success but the astronauts and mission control were fully prepared
to do whatever it took to return the crew to earth this space disaster occurred at the peak of the united states space race
against the soviet union but for four days in 1970 the two nations put aside their differences and the entire world watched the
skies hoping and praying the astronauts would return safely as missions to mars and commercial space flight become a reality the
time is now to be reminded of our common humanity of how rivals can work together and support each other towards a shared goal



because no matter what happens or where we travel we all call earth home
Musings: Blogs and Tweets 2015-12-11 divided by color supplies the reasons for this division showing that racial resentment
continues to exist despite a parade of recent books optimistically touting the demise of racial hostility in the united states the
authors marshal a wealth of the most current and comprehensive evidence available to prove their case
Dewey's Critical Pragmatism 2007 this new book unites in one volume some of the most prominent critiques of alexander wendt s
constructivist theory of international relations and includes the first comprehensive reply by wendt partly reprints of benchmark
articles partly new original critiques the critical chapters are informed by a wide array of contending theories ranging from
realism to poststructuralism the collected leading theorists critique wendt s seminal book social theory of international politics
and his subsequent revisions they take issue with the full panoply of wendt s approach such as his alleged positivism his critique
of the realist school the conceptualism of identity and his teleological theory of history wendt s reply is not limited to
rebuttal only for the first time he develops his recent idea of quantum social science as well as its implications for theorising
international relations this unique volume will be a necessary companion to wendt s book for students and researchers seeking a
better understanding of his work and also offers one of the most up to date collections on constructivist theorizing
The Golden Totem 1945 buy a new version of this textbook and receive access to the connected ebook with study center on casebook
connect including lifetime access to the online ebook with highlight annotation and search capabilities access also includes
practice questions an outline tool and other helpful resources connected ebooks provide what you need most to be successful in
your law school classes commercial transactions a systems approach explores the nuances of transaction law from a systems
perspective examining the infrastructure that supports commercial transactions and how lawyers apply the law in real world
situations its outstanding team of co authors uses an assignment based structure that allows professors to adapt the text to a
variety of class levels and approaches well crafted problems challenge students understanding of the material in this
comprehensive highly teachable text new to the 8th edition 25 new cases spread across all three major parts of the text coverage
of the july 2022 amendments to the uniform commercial code ucc article 12 establishing rules for transactions in cryptocurrency
and other controllable electronic records textual material that analyzes the 2022 amendments to article 2 and their effect on
hybrid transactions the statute of frauds and the parol evidence rule professors and students will benefit from easy to teach
materials with class sessions that flow naturally from bite sized assignments each with a problem set comprehensive teachers
manual that provides answers to every question we ask accessible authors who are happy to interact directly and on short notice
with adopters assignment structure that makes it easy to select topics for coverage the opportunity for adopters to become
characters in the book information rich concise text clear explanations of the law and institutions no hiding of the ball
provision of all information students need to solve the problems a focus on the things students need to know to succeed in their
future jobs a real life approach that prepares students for practice
Apollo 13 2020-03-03 in afterlives of affect matthew c watson considers the life and work of artist and mayanist scholar linda
schele 1942 98 as a point of departure for what he calls an excitable anthropology as part of a small collective of scholars who
devised the first compelling arguments that maya hieroglyphs were a fully grammatical writing system schele popularized the
decipherment of hieroglyphs by developing narratives of maya politics and religion in popular books and public workshops in this
experimental person centered ethnography watson shows how schele s sense of joyous discovery and affective engagement with
research led her to traverse and disrupt borders between religion science art life death and history while acknowledging critiques
of schele s work and the idea of discovery more generally watson contends that affect and wonder should lie at the heart of any
reflexive anthropology with this singular examination of schele and the community she built around herself and her work watson
furthers debates on more than human worlds spiritualism modernity science studies affect theory and the social conditions of
knowledge production
Divided by Color 1996 partners in wonder revolutionizes our knowledge of women and early science fiction contrary to accepted
interpretations women fans and writers were a welcome and influential part of pulp science fiction from the birth of the genre
davin finds that at least 203 female authors under their own female names published over a thousand stories in science fiction
magazines between 1926 and 1965 this work explores the distinctly different form of science fiction that females produced one that
was both more utopian and more empathetic than that of their male counterparts partners in wonder presents for the first time a
complete bibliography of every story published by women writers in science fiction magazines from 1926 to 1965 and brief
biographies on 133 of these women writers it is thus the most comprehensive source of information on early women science fiction
writers yet available and of great importance to scholars of women s studies popular culture and english literature as well as
science fiction
Constructivism and International Relations 2005-12-12 a young technician jensen disappears from an activity on the earth



unexpectedly he appears at a remote planet millions of light years away colia and he happened to be rescued by a girl laura and
later they meet another girl liya both girls have similar experiences with jensen they overcome the various difficulties and build
the house and grow the grain and vegetables by a very occasional opportunity they find that layin lake s layin island has an
astonishing secret discovering the secret they soon find a surprising fact in the old colia there is an advanced civilization that
disappeared at least five hundred years before during a tragic space disaster jensen and their partners discover and use the skill
that they find from layin island to rescue scott and his sister who are associated with that catastrophe five hundred years ago
catching the opportunity jensen and his group start to struggle with the second harmful rays disaster finally with the help from a
super civilization they eventually start to rebuild their new home planet colia the whole story is amazing and attractive
especially jensen and his partner s romantic and passionate stories leading to an unexpected brilliant result
Commercial Transactions 2024-03-05 examining a wide range of archaeological data and using it to explore issues such as the sexual
body mind body dualism body modification and magical practices lynn meskell and rosemary joyce offer a new approach to the ancient
egyptian and mayan understanding of embodiment drawing on insights from feminist theory art history phenomenology anthropology and
psychoanalysis the book takes bodily materiality as a crucial starting point to the understanding and formation of self in any
society and sheds new light on ancient egyptian and maya cultures the book shows how a comparative project can open up new lines
of inquiry by raising questions about accepted assumptions as the authors draw attention to the long term histories and
specificities of embodiment and make the case for the importance of ancient materials for contemporary theorization of the body
for students new to the subject and scholars already familiar with it this will offer fresh and exciting insights into these
ancient cultures
Afterlives of Affect 2020-07-27 this reference investigates the role of landscape in popular works and in doing so explores the
time in which they were written literary geography an encyclopedia of real and imagined settings is an authoritative guide for
students teachers and avid readers who seek to understand the importance of setting in interpreting works of literature including
poetry by examining how authors and poets shaped their literary landscapes in such works as the great gatsby and nineteen eighty
four readers will discover historical political and cultural context hidden within the words of their favorite reads the
alphabetically arranged entries provide easy access to analysis of some of the most well known and frequently assigned pieces of
literature and poetry entries begin with a brief introduction to the featured piece of literature and then answer the questions
how is literary landscape used to shape the story how is the literary landscape imbued with the geographical political cultural
and historical context of the author s contemporary world whether purposeful or not pop up boxes provide quotes about literary
landscapes throughout the book and an appendix takes a brief look at the places writers congregated and that inspired them a
comprehensive scholarly bibliography of secondary sources pertaining to mapping physical and cultural geography ecocriticism and
the role of nature in literature rounds out the work
Partners in Wonder 2005-12-07 selected as the most enduring edited collection by the council on anthropology and reproduction
since roe v wade there has been increasing public interest in fetuses in part as a result of effective antiabortion propaganda and
in part as a result of developments in medicine and technology while feminists have begun to take note of the proliferation of
fetal images in various media such as medical journals magazines and motion pictures few have openly addressed the problems that
the emergence of the fetal subject poses for feminism fetal subjects feminist positions foregrounds feminism s effort to focus on
the importance of women s reproductive agency and at the same time acknowledges the increasing significance of fetal subjects in
public discourse and private experience essays address the public fascination with the fetal subject and its implications for
abortion discourse and feminist commitment to reproductive rights in the united states contributors include scholars from fields
as diverse as anthropology communications political science sociology and philosophy
Mist on the Layin Lake 2023-08-14 chinese medicine is the oldest continually practiced professional medicine in the world and
chinese doctors have recognized diabetes as a distinct clinical condition for 2 000 years their research has yielded a wealth of
low cost noninvasive natural methods of treatment beginning with an overview of chinese medical theory this book explores the
patterns of imbalance that are used to diagnose diabetes also discussed are professional methods of treatment including
acupuncture and herbal medicine and traditional home remedies such as chinese teas and self massage special attention is paid to
the role of diet exercise and relaxation to the prevention and treatment of diabetes
Ecstasy 2003 when a not exactly normal guy cooks up a fake name buys some white shirts shaves clean and enters the mormon church
what does he find when most people hear the word mormon they think of utah but the real sacred sites aren t in the desert it all
started in the boondocks of western new york state which was once upon a very strange time the hottest hotbed of wild religion in
the world th metzger has lived his whole life in rochester just down the road from the cradle of mormonism he d seen the crazy
hyper happy pageants and heard all about the polygamy getting your own personal planet when you die and of course the magic



underwear going undercover as a man on a spiritual quest he discovers that the answers he s been seeking for decades aren t at all
what he expects undercover mormon chronicles his hilarious revealing and bizarre search for the truth
Embodied Lives: 2014-02-25 this volume combines specific recommendations observations and takeaways filled with candor humor and
uplifting stories for one of education s most challenging roles from the foreword an indispensable manual for the most demanding
position in higher education the college president handbook supports campus leaders in becoming powerful and effective stewards of
their institutions this comprehensive guidebook offers clear counsel in the form of candid essays by highly regarded current and
former college and university presidents from across the nation it pairs their expert appraisals with research and data to examine
the critical issues that define the role today the book s contributors acknowledge the broad skill set that presidents and their
executive teams must cultivate in order to achieve success beginning with a macro view the contributors address the universal
questions of vision that each higher education leader must consider critically and understand strategically why be a president how
should campus leadership engage with our board of trustees what tone should our actions communicate to stakeholders the book s
chapters offer concrete tactical advice in a range of key leadership areas and emphasize essential career skills such as managing
financial resources and strategic planning the contributors speak to student facing concerns as well as institutional interests
and discuss personal issues specific to the office such as weathering controversy attaining work life balance and planning for
post presidential life drawing on the unique expertise of peers and predecessors this work will prove to be a core resource for
anyone who is or aspires to become a president or chancellor in higher education
Literary Geography 2019-08-02 the postcolonial world presents an overview of the field and extends critical debate in exciting new
directions it provides an important and timely reappraisal of postcolonialism as an aesthetic political and historical movement
and of postcolonial studies as a multidisciplinary transcultural field essays map the terrain of the postcolonial as a global
phenomenon at the intersection of several disciplinary inquiries framed by an introductory chapter and a concluding essay the
eight sections examine affective postcolonial histories postcolonial desires religious imaginings postcolonial geographies and
spatial practices human rights and postcolonial conflicts postcolonial cultures and digital humanities ecocritical inquiries in
postcolonial studies postcolonialism versus neoliberalism the postcolonial world looks afresh at re emerging conditions of
postcoloniality in the twenty first century and draws on a wide range of representational strategies cultural practices material
forms and affective affiliations the volume is an essential reading for scholars and students of postcolonialism
Fetal Subjects, Feminist Positions 2016-11-11
Controlling Diabetes Naturally with Chinese Medicine 1999
UNDERCOVER MORMON 2014-08-21
The College President Handbook 2022-08-23
The Postcolonial World 2016-10-04
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